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Spoken Multimodal Human-Computer Dialogue in Mobile Environments (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2005
The ongoing migration of computing and information access from stationary environments to mobile computing devices for eventual use in mobile environments, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), tablet PCs, next generation mobile phones, and in-car driver assistance systems, poses critical challenges for natural human-computer interaction....
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WordPress Mobile Web Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	The chances are that more of your WordPress website visitors are using mobiles, or more clients are demanding responsive or mobile sites. If you can use WordPress to build mobile-friendly sites you can win more business from clients and more traffic for your site.


	"WordPress Mobile Web Development Beginner's Guide"...
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Badass Survival Secrets: Essential Skills to Survive Any CrisisSkyhorse Publishing, 2015

	You’re a backpacker or a hunter lost in the woods after sundown; what do you do? Your car flips over on an empty highway; how will you survive until morning? If you were left alone in the middle of the wilderness, would you be able to make it? While current technology, such as cell phones and GPS, is helpful, when you are lost in the...
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Fiber to the Home: The New EmpowermentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A compelling treatment of FTTH
Written by telecommunications pioneer Paul Green Jr., Fiber to the Home is a comprehensive examination of the technical and social implications of fiber to the home (FTTH), the technology that extends the current fiber optic backbone to optically connect it directly to homes and offices.     

Fiber to the...
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Wireless Security Essentials: Defending Mobile Systems from Data PiracyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Protect your wireless systems from attack with this clear-cut guide on how to implement proven security methodologies
    
    Effective security is the most important element now missing from most wireless networks. Vulnerabilities in these networks leave them open to eavesdropping, session highjacking, data alteration and manipulation,...
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The Designer's Guide to VHDL, Volume 3, Third Edition (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
VHDL may sound like a new Internet language, but it really  stands for VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Definition  Language. VHDL borrows ideas from software engineering (architectural,  behavior, and formal models, as well as modular design) and is used to  design today's custom integrated circuits, from cell phones to...
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Designing Interactive Systems: A Comprehensive Guide to HCI and Interaction Design (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2010


	Designing Interactive Systems is aimed squarely at the next generation of interactive

	system designers. This book presents a coherent introduction to the practical issues

	of creating interactive systems and products from a human-centred perspective. It

	develops the principles and methods of human–computer interaction (HCI)...
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Learning Responsive Web Design: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Deliver an optimal user experience to all devices—including tablets, smartphones, feature phones, laptops, and large screens—by learning the basics of responsive web design. In this hands-on guide, UX designer Clarissa Peterson explains how responsive web design works, and takes you through a responsive workflow from...
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Android for Work: Productivity for ProfessionalsApress, 2010

	Android is new, Android is open, and Android is fun. It’s also serious about business. Android for Work shows you how to harness the power of Android to stay productive and take your office on the road. This book also sheds light on the often daunting task of finding the right Android phone for the business user.

...
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Designing Embedded HardwareO'Reilly, 2005
Embedded computer systems literally surround us: they're in our cell phones, PDAs, cars, TVs, refrigerators, heating systems, and more.  In fact, embedded systems are one of the most rapidly growing segments of the computer industry today.
 			
 Along with the growing list of devices for which embedded computer systems are appropriate,...
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Handbook of Antennas in Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2001
The move toward worldwide wireless communications continues at a remarkable pace, and the antenna element of the technology is crucial to its success. With contributions from more than 30 international experts, the Handbook of Antennas in Wireless Communications brings together all of the latest research and results to provide engineering...
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Essential Linux Device Drivers (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2008
“Probably the most wide ranging and complete Linux device driver book I’ve read.”
--Alan Cox, Linux Guru and Key Kernel Developer

 

“Very comprehensive and detailed, covering almost every single Linux device driver type.”

...
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